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Our Key Strength Lies In:

Capability assessment, Mind mapping and  interest assessment
Drawing from astrology for personality traits and grooming for excellence in life 
Improving the performance-self, business, organisation
Strengthening communication abilities-oral and written  
Leadership, team building conflict management 
Motivation for change and excel
Behavioural change communication (BCC)
Human resource planning and management 
Office management and e-governance
Management Information system (MIS)
Documentation and report writing
Soft skill development
Social networking
Quality living

PUNLP Empowering People To Empower The Nation

PUNLP is an organization that aims at bringing changes of betterment that every human

being aspires. In life, lots of people know what to do, but very few people do what they

know. Knowing is not enough! One must act; one must take a step forward or move in the

direction one wishes to go with definite aim in mind. Our innovative approach helps bring

clarity to your current situation while empowering you with the tools to move forward.

Let it be the students, professionals, businessmen, housewife or any other person from

any other walk of life. Failure, frustration, depression, illness, broken relationship, suicidal

tendencies etc. have become very common. As a result, we see so much of human misery,

not just in mentally ill people but also in the normal / healthy person. It is also seen that

high functioning, relatively successful people are also unhappy. Quite often, pain and

misery are unnecessary and finally end when people take charge of their beliefs, feelings

and actions in order to modify the process of their lives. Empowering people to realize

that they determine the outcome of their own lives is not always easy. In fact, it’s usually

an overwhelming task. Our organization aims at giving you the means to make alterations

in your own values, rules and controls that will allow your lives to become much more

productive and fulfilling. Our effort would be to provide arsenal of tools for lasting change

as well as lessons for enriching the quality of life.



We are a team of highly motivated & dedicated trainers and having a
commitment to enhance human inner strength and personal/ professional
skills through conducting workshops & training programs for students,
professionals and individuals. We are committed to provide total client
satisfaction on higher end preform through total quality in today’s highly
impersonal business and social environment. PUNLP with its firmly ingrained
philosophy of ‘Responsible Relationships’, remains committed to its clients till
they attain self-sufficiency and goals. Our corporate training programs aim to
empower the workforce to become more profitable, effective and strong
assets to the organization.
We invite to test us before commissioning any assignment.

PUNLP

It seeks to achieve this through formal and non-formal scientific training, 
coaching and mentoring. The process involves;
❖ Empowering individuals, organizations and communities in their self-

assessment and identify the gaps/gray areas in relations to their objectives 
and goals

❖ Provide need-based/ customized training and coaching to bridge the gaps
❖ Mentoring to achieve excellence, improve performance and grow.

How Do We Wo It:

*Highly Effective Sales Training @ NLP *Empower HR Skills with NLP Dynamics

*NLP Training for Team Building & Leadership *Stress management

*Program for Corporate Excellence *Transforming Inner Self Esteem

*Professional & Personal Life Balance *Effective Parenting

*Relationship Balance *Past Life Regrets

*Removal of Fear / Phobia *Teacher’s Training @ NLP

*Depression to Confidence *Wellness (for Old Age People)

*Mind-Conditioning Program for Weight Loss *Recharge your Life

*Good Bye Aging: Welcome Healthy Life *Ek Duje Ke Liye (for Couples) & many more.

Below mentioned topics are also available
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Our Presence In:
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